I left structural steel to a watery grave. of the day a passing bus would and down on 30-foot slabs of bridge. I have transferred a lot of bad feelings to the bridge. I Back Bay, I have transferred a lot from sliding into the bottomless structure, the Harvard Bridge is

The bridge has bounced me up As a former resident of the

I guess if seven thousand Bonne Belle runners trotting down the bridge didn't bring it down, dynamic doesn't have a chance. Let's just hope the next bridge is an improvement on this one. They could only find one way to keep the polar bears off ...

The Marines in Beirut have served over two and a half years, and bravely and courageously, they deserve our highest respect and thanks. But as the dust clears in Beirut, we must ask: What are they doing in Lebanon, and how long are they to stay? The 1600 Marines in Lebanon were not there to keep innocent civilians safe from the plush of Lebanon. President Reagan said and the Marines would "be needed only for a limited period to meet urgent requirements printed by the current situation." As time went on, the peace talks between Israel, Syria, Lebanon and the Palestine Liberation Organization went nowhere, and the military situation deteriorated. Druze, Shiite, Pha-

The fragile position of the US Marines was shattered Sunday. A lone terrorist driving a truck with explosives was able to destroy the Marine compound at the Beirut Airport. Thirty Marines died in their sleep, defenseless against the suicidal attacker. This was not the first time the Marines in Beirut have been attacked. The news media and many Congressmen have said we must now stand firm and not re-

Finally, last month, at Reagan's request, Democrats and Republic-

Military force is a necessary and important part of our foreign policy. In the absence of a war, it is to keep the polar bears off . . . to keep the polar bears off . . .

The present US operation in Grenada, however disruptive it may seem, is a justifiable use of military force, but the continuing presence in Lebanon is not. Lebanon is a bloody quagmire of angry factions fighting for ob-

The Marines, part of a "peace-keeping" force, and that not per-

The Tech Coop staff has been very unfortunate, we must apologize to Ms. Paczuski for any inconvenience caused her. The Tech Coop for theft" [Feedback, Sept. 20.]

We have taken steps to rectify the situation at the Tech Coop. As former residents of the MIT community, we urge the Tech community to stay here:

Columns are usually written by members of The Tech, and it is an honor to represent the opinion of the author, and not necessarily that of the newspaper.

Letters to the Editor are written by members of the MIT community, and The Tech reserves the right to edit or condense all letters.

To the Editor:

I think Dante could have learned a lot from the circle of hell he tried crossing the bridge in January. The bologna-gale-force winds and piled-

"Blames Coop for theft" [Feedback, Sept. 20.]

We have taken steps to rectify the situation at the Tech Coop. As former residents of the MIT community, we urge the Tech community to stay here:...